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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT  
AND FOUNDER
ANTOINE F. GOETSCHEL
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I know „Thousand and One Nights“ from another 
side: Since the establishment of the Global Animal 
Law GAL Association four years ago, I have spent 
many nights in restlessness. Questions gripped  
me like: what is really missing to alleviate animal 
suffering? How can animal welfare be improved 
from the roots and worldwide?

Answers were not forthcoming for some time. But 
with GAL projects, such as the UN Convention  
on Animal Health and Protection, enforcement ana- 
lysis, a compass of animal welfare law, and a Dog 
Reply App, solutions are now on the table. Approa-
ches, which are convincing to the insiders of large 
organizations, alongside animal users, protectors, 
and authorities in Switzerland and globally.

But it is not time yet for rest. The COVID-19 
experience shakes us and the whole world to the 
core. It shows the close connection between the 
health of humans and animals and the well-being 
of animals with an uncomfortable sharpness. Many 
new infections originate from (wild) animals, and 
the risk factor of antibiotic resistance already 
poses a serious risk to public health. Our almost 
simple GAL answer to this? A UN Convention on 
Animal Health and Protection, on „One Health“, 
with a nationally significant increase in the level of 
animal protection through legislation and novel 
and transparent enforcement structures. The 
convention is available in draft form and is highly 
appreciated by experts.

What about animal lovers, the media and funding 
foundations, when it comes to dissemination, 
resonance and fundraising? I‘ll spare us the excuses 
why it is more convenient to refuse support.
 
Many more sleepless nights are the result - and 
consternation is spreading about why it is such a 
long way from talking good to doing good and 

actively supporting.

With this 2019 Annual Report, you now have a kind 
of map in your hand of how animal suffering can  
be alleviated, and animal welfare and the health of 
both animals and humans can be promoted in 
Switzerland and worldwide. Let us surprise you by 
the partly new views and approaches and please 
check our request whether GAL as an organization 
or one of the other projects deserves your short- or 
medium-term support right now.

The gradual easing of COVID-19 restrictions is  
a relief for many. The call for a new way forward 
focuses on common values and the use of finance 
for a sustainable world that is more humane, 
animal-friendly, and environmentally friendly.
Many approaches already exist: those of GAL are 
among them and therefore widely supported and 
carried.

I am looking forward to the time when I will be able 
to enjoy the literary stories from „Thousand and 
One Nights“ and Karl Valentin‘s book „Hopefully it 
won‘t be as bad as it already is“ again soon,

best regards
your

Dear reader 
„Thousand and One Nights“ – who else knows 
them, the exotic stories of Scheherazade,  
Ali Baba and Aladdin? The anecdotes and  
burlesques of lovers, sultans and Wazire are 
still gripping, and some have just let themselves 
be accompanied by them in these „C-Times“  
of the Lockdown.

“What concerns all,  
only all can solve.”

Antoine F. Goetschel
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GLOBAL ANIMAL LAW

GAL ASSOCIATION

The supporting pillars  
of the GAL Association
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GAL‘s ultimate aim is to achieve, in the medium 
term, a world where the protection of animals is 
legally anchored and completely commonplace. 
This goal will not be achieved by isolated initiati-
ves of organizations dedicated solely to animal 
protection, but by concrete and continuous 
cooperation with organizations and people from 
all areas: economy, science, education, society and 
law. There is a need for sustainable solutions that 
are capable of winning the support of a majority 
and that are jointly developed by animal users and 
animal welfare activists.

As a former attorney for animal protection in 
criminal matters of the Canton of Zurich (2007 
- 2010), founder and former managing director of 
the Swiss Foundation for the Protection of 
Animals in Law TIR (1995 - 2007) and from 1985 
for an association focusing on animal protection 
law, Dr. Goetschel shifted his focus increasingly to 
international and global issues of the animal in the 
law. In addition, he was active in various cantonal, 
Swiss and international committees, which were 
often active in legal policy.

Since the foundation of the Global Animal Law 
GAL Association, a network of over 80 law profes-
sors and lawyers specialising in animal (welfare) 
law all over the world and numerous prominent 
supporters in the Patronage Committee have joined 
us. In addition, GAL has a leading and constantly 
updated database of all animal protection laws, 
from national to global. The GAL Matrix, (publis-
hed on www.globalanimallaw.org), helps with 
including students, animal welfare organiza- 
tions and animal welfare law advisors to make the 
next steps for the improvement of animals in the 
areas of legislation, law enforcement and educa-
tion tangible. The concerns are to be pursued at a 
local, state, national and international level. They 
include concrete proposals of short, medium and 
long-term as well as visionary scope.

The Global Animal Law GAL Association  
was founded in Zurich in 2016 and was born 
from the last thirty years of experience  
and conviction of attorney Dr. Antoine F. 
Goetschel. The association aims to become 
the independent, worldwide pioneering  
authority for the health and protection of 
animals through the  law.

01 GAL ASSOCIATION

THE ORGANIZATION

from left to right: BLaw Marie Heiglauer, Dr. iur. Dominic Oertly, Bao,
BSc Dominique Kramer, MBA Andrea Rutishauser, Dr. iur. Antoine F. Goetschel, 
Dr. iur. Sabine Brels, MLaw Andrea Kellenberger, MLaw Alexander Ferrari

“Animals can‘t fight back,  
that‘s why it needs people and  

Organizations like GAL, who professionally  
represent their rights.“

Anne Walser
Film producer
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01 GAL GAL ASSOCIATION

VISION, MISSION AND VALUES

The ideal of GAL is a world where people take  
care of their animals, keeping them healthy and 
treating them well. Any use of animals should be 
done in a dignified way. The Global Animal Law 
GAL Association understands the health of 
animals as a state of complete physical, mental 
and social well-being. The association follows the 
idea of „One Health“: It requires a coexistence  
of healthy humans and animals to effect a recovery 
of the earth.

GAL proposes solutions to existing problems 
facing animals, including legislative, social, and 
economic. With its projects GAL accompanies  
the realization of the proposed solutions. Also for 
this reason GAL strives for a thorough analysis 
across all animals and not only in terms of legisla-
tion, but also in terms of law enforcement and 
education.

•  Only healthy and well-treated animals 
are kept by humans;

•  People and animals live in harmony 
with each other;

•  Animals are treated with respect  
by humans;

•  Any potential use of animals is done 
with dignity and recognises their natural 
value;

•  It is ordinary that animals are  
protected by law.

VISION (IDEAL) MISSION VALUES

•  GAL proposes legal solutions involving 
a legislative, social and economic  
majority for animal health and welfare;

•  GAL accompanies the realization of 
these solutions;

•   To this end, GAL is endeavouring  
to carry out a thorough analysis of all 
animals in terms of legislation,  
law enforcement and education;

•  GAL assumes responsibility at a local 
and global level and pursues both short-
term and visionary goals.

•  GAL is independent of any govern-
ment, society, party or ideology;

•  GAL is concerned about the animal;

•  GAL understands animal health as 
a state of total physical, mental and 
social well-being and not merely the 
absence of disease or suffering;

•   GAL thinks and acts in a humane and 
compassionate way, is warm hearted 
and always keeps a cool head;

•  GAL proactively tackles issues  
whenever and wherever it is necessary 
and needed.

„The protection of animals is a central aspect  
of „One Health“ and „GAL“ and thus  
also promotes the health of humans.

I stand fully behind the very pragmatic  
and goal-oriented lifework by  

Dr. iur. Antoine F. Goetschel and GAL.“
Andrea Meisser

former president of the Society of  
Swiss Veterinarians (GST)
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Our GAL team has grown in the year 2019.  
The team is made up of motivated and tireless 
people who are committed to improving  
the welfare of animals around the world.

BLAW MARIE HEIGLAUER
Head of Administration, has been part of GAL since 
January 2019 and will be responsible for accounting 
from 2020.

„I‘m happy to be part of GAL since January and
got involved in all projects from the beginning.
GAL‘s sphere of action is broad  and I am firmly 
convinced that our work can achieve great success. 
The team is unique, dedicated and wholehearted.“

MLAW ALEXANDER FERRARI
Legal assistant, devoted himself, among other 
things, to analysing the implentation of animal 
protection adminstrative law in the cantons, as 
well as the commentary on the Animal Protection 
Act. He is currently preparing for the bar exam.

„As project manager of the KVK 1.0 I received deep 
insights into the animal protection law. It became 
obvious that the cantonal decrees differ considera-
bly in their breadth and depth and often do not 
comply with the federal constitutional and legal 
provisions. A cantonal animal protection law 
model is now being imposed.“

BSC DOMINIQUE KRAMER
Project coordinator, holds a bachelor‘s degree in 
environmental engineering from the ZHAW and is 
responsible for event planning, database maintenan-
ce and the supervision of the „GAL Friends“.

„Animal welfare has been a high priority for me since 
I was a child, so I am all the more pleased to be part 
of the GAL team since 2019, to give the animals a 
voice.“

MLAW ANDREA KELLENBERGER
Legal assistant, has dedicated herself with great 
joy and enthusiasm to the support and develop-
ment of the „GAL Dog Reply“ in 2019. In addition, 
she has played a major role in the final push of the 
Cantonal Enforcement Compass 1.0.

„As the project manager of the „Dog Reply Applica-
tion“, I particularly enjoy being involved in a project 
that has a preventive role. As a lawyer, it is of 
particular concern to me that we can offer reliable 
and legally correct information in this app.“

01 GAL ASSOCIATION

GAL EMPLOYEES  
2019
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DR. IUR. SABINE BRELS
Co-founder and UNCAHP project manager, is fully 
committed to the project „Animal Welfare in the 
UN“. It comprises the establishment and expansion 
of the UN Convention on Animal Health and 
Protection, as well as the compilation of a sustaina-
ble network for its implementation in the environ-
ment of development projects of international 
governmental and non-governmental organizations.

„In 2019, the UNCAHP triggered the attention of 
specialized media as a key solution for the globali- 
zation of animal protection at the UN, thanks to
the support of key experts and major collaborators.“

DR. IUR. DOMINIC OERTLY
COO of the Global Animal Law GAL Association, 
joined the organization in April 2019 as a legal 
collaborator and has also been involved as a project 
facilitator. Dominic Oertly is also a member of the 
board of the Association in Hamburg.

„All animals are equal, but some animals are more 
equal than others: that‘s what the novella Animal 
Farm by George Orwell says. To avoid such compari-
sons, we should refrain from attributing equal rights 
to humans and animals. I am much more committed 
to ensuring that animals are treated and respected 
according to their dignity.“
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REVIEW

The year of the implementation  
of principles
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For all projects of the Global Animal Law GAL 
Association that have already been started or are 
only in the starting phase, sophisticated concepts 
could be worked out. More detailed information 
about the projects can be found in the section 
„Projects 2019“.

The Global Animal Law GAL Association has already 
been successful in its first years and is now in the 
start-up phase. In 2019 GAL has pursued its goals 
(structural expansion, networking, securing finan-
cial support) in the best possible way and is now in 
the process of positioning the Global Animal Law 
GAL Association on the world stage. In order for  
the work of GAL to continue to gain a foothold and 
for its visions to be spread all over the world, there 
is still a lot to be done: Contrary to the quote of 
Friedrich Nietzsche, „Many people are stubborn 
with regard to the path once chosen, few with 
regard to the goal“, the Global Animal Law GAL 
Association is flexible with regard to the path once 
chosen, but stubborn with regard to the goal. The 
goal is clearly in sight, namely to anchor animal 
protection and thus animal welfare throughout the 
world. In the two strategy workshops in May and 
September 2019, each individual employee of the 
Global Animal Law GAL Association presented his 

or her personal visions which he/she wishes for the 
organization. In order to give the readers an insight 
into our innovative, creative and yet feasible world 
of thought, some of the visions are outlined below:

•  To massively increase the awareness of the 
Global Animal Law GAL Association;

•  To provide comprehensive guidance on how  
to improve animal welfare through legislation, 
GAL provides databases, expert groups,  
analyzes and proposals at the highest level

•  To realize the „One Health Concept“ for humans 
and animals;

•  To continue to gain the trust of national and 
international organizations;

•   GAL becomes an international organization, 
which successfully campaigns for better animal 
welfare and is supported by large donors.

In 2019, the Global Animal Law GAL Associa-
tion worked specifically on the implementation 
of the existing principles, which were elabo-
rated in 2018. According to this, the year 2019 
was characterized by structural expansion, 
networking and securing financial support.

02 REVIEW

EXPANSION AND  
NETWORKING
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02 REVIEW

THE GAL EVENT –
IN THE LIMMAT HALL

On September 13, 2019, some 100 guests accepted 
our invitation to attend a detailed information 
event at Zurich‘s „Limmat Hall“ on our activities 
and current projects. Like the Limmat, GAL is 
located by the river, which is why the Global 
Animal Law GAL Association decided to have an 
event location by the water. After the presentati-
ons, the guests had the opportunity to exchange 
ideas with the respective project leaders and to ask 
the questions and suggest ideas for improvement. 

The physical well-being was also taken care of: Our 
guests were spoiled with wonderful vegan delica-
cies from Lauren Wildbolz. During the aperitif, 
interesting conversations took place and you could 
really feel the enthusiasm of the guests for the 
projects of GAL.



Its aim is not only the monetization, but also the 
growth of the association through present and 
future „Friends of GAL“, so that a large community 
can be created. With a Global Animal Law „GAL 
Friendship“ you can profit from many offers. 
Potential „GAL Friends“ have the possibility to 
choose one of the four friendship levels listed below 
(Bronze, Silver, Gold, Lifetime).

This makes it possible to let our enthusiastic GAL 
friends participate even more in our work. The 
target group, which GAL wants to reach with „GAL 
Friends“, are people, who care about the welfare of 
animals and want to do something for it structural-
ly. The membership is open to individuals, couples 
or companies.

The advantage of such a „GAL Friendship“ is to be  
a „part“ of the organization and to support the 
implementation of the projects with the member- 
ship fee. As a member you will also receive a „GAL 
Friends Certificate“, a periodical newsletter,  
an annual report and invitations to lectures, panel 
discussions/presentations, GAL events, GAL 
Aperitifs, meals with responsible persons and 
co-creators or GAL Webstamps (depending on the 
rank of the membership).

Since the Global Animal Law GAL Association 
is currently in the start-up phase, it is depen-
dent on donations as a source of income.  
Therefore the idea of „GAL Friends“ was born. 
The idea behind it is a GAL friendship between 
the GAL Association and its supporters. 

02 REVIEW

GAL FRIENDS
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The Sponsoring Association consists of the  
following members:

Brigitte Sely 
Managing director, marketing and PR expert

Harry Finneisen 
1. Chairman, Head of HIR, Toxicologist

Christian-Oliver Moser 
2. Chairman, media lawyer

Gabriele Mühlen 
Treasurer, Editor-in-Chief House of Food

RA Dr. iur. Antoine F. Goetschel 
Board, Founder and President GAL Zurich

Dr. iur. Dominic Oertly 
Executive Board, COO GAL Zurich 

Elena de Compiègne 
Founding member, jewellery designer

Dirk Fischer 
Founding member, communications expert 

Kai Rose
Founding member, publisher KLAMBT Verlag

On August 24, 2019 the foundation of the associa-
tion was celebrated among with the 70th birthday 
of our business manager of the Global Animal Law 
GAL e.V. Brigitte Sely at the TORTUE in Hamburg.
Around 300 selected guests were invited to the 
charity event. The aim of this event was to draw 
attention to the important work of the Global 
Animal Law GAL Association and to collect 
donations. Further information about the Global 
Animal Law GAL e.V. and how you can support  
us can be found on our German website:  
www.globalanimallaw.de

02 REVIEW

SPONSORING ASSOCIATION

On August 22nd 2019 the Sponsoring 
A ssociation Global Animal Law GAL e.V.
was founded in Hamburg. Behind it stands  
the Global Animal Law GAL from Zurich.

from left to right: Dr Dominic Oertly, Elena de Compiègne,  
Brigitte Sely, Dr Antoine F. Goetschel, Gabriele Mühlen,  
Mirela Simaga (supporter from Zurich), Dirk Fischer.
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GAL projects range from  
local to global
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SPORTS ANIMALSWILD ANIMALSPETSLIVESTOCK LABORATORY ANIMALS

The projects of the Global Animal Law GAL 
Association can all be classified into these areas, 
and cover the levels local to global and practical/
daily to visionary.

The aim of the „Prevention“ pillar is to offer 
information and support to interested people. 
GAL is committed to ensuring that no „animal 
protection case“ occurs in the first place. As  
an example we would like to mention the latest 
project of the Global Animal Law GAL Association, 
the „Dog Reply“. The „Dog Reply“ is intended  
to provide dog owners and all those interested in 
dogs with a wealth of relevant questions and 
answers. The corresponding topics are veterinary 
medicine, ethology and law. More about this 
exciting project can be found in the section
„GAL Dog Reply Application“.

The two pillars „legislation“ and „law enforce- 
ment“ consists projects concerning the analysis and 
improvement of animal protection rights in the 
countries of the world (GALFI) or the anchoring 
of the animal in the UN (UNCAHP) as well as the 
practical support work of the cantonal veterinary 
offices in their daily work (GAL enforcement 
database) to be assigned. The „Cantonal Enforce-

GAL 
Horse Reply 

App GAL  
Dog Reply 

App

GAL 
Cat Reply 

App

Prevention

GALFI
Global Animal 
Law Friendly 

Index

GAL UN 
Convention on 
Animal Health  
and Protection  

(UNCAHP)

Legislation

GAL  
Enforcement 

Compass
GAL  

Animal  
Guide GAL  

Enforcement 
Database

Legal
enforcement

03 PROJECTS

OVERVIEW 
PROJECT COSMOS

The work of GAL is based on four pillars:  
Prevention, legislation, law enforcement and 
education/information. The same attention 
must be paid to all four pillars: they are mutually 
dependent and mutually supportive.

GAL

GAL Academy

GAL  
Publications

GAL Virtual 
Library

GAL Info and 
Service Hub

GAL  
Publishing 

House

GAL  
Media Center

Education/ 
Information

ment Compass 1.0“ report, which was completed 
(for the time being) at the end of 2019, also needs to 
be classified here. Further information on these 
projects can also be found in the section „Projects 
2019“.

In the fourth pillar „Training/Information“ it is 
important to the Global Animal Law GAL Associa-
tion that its work lays the foundation for an im-    
provement of animal welfare and thus expands it. 
The aim is to carry the wealth of ideas and the 
work of the Global Animal Law GAL Association 
out into the world. In order to make this possible, 
it needs on the one hand an education in animal 
protection law - especially for students all over  
the world - and on the other hand easily accessible 
information on the relevant topics. The project 
ideas GAL Academy and GAL publications are 
assigned to the column „Education/Information“. 
Further information about these and other project 
ideas can be found in the chapter „Outlook“.

OUR PROJECTS FOR THE BIG FIVE.
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03 PROJECTS

GAL DOG REPLY APPLICATION

A mainly web-based application gives all dog 
owners and people interested in dogs in Switzer-
land (and also in Germany/Austria/France and 
Liechtenstein) a quick and easy overview of the 
legal, ethological and veterinary situation of dogs 
in everyday life with humans.

In 2019, the Global Animal Law GAL Association 
has started to address relevant questions on  
the „Dog in Everyday Life“ and to design a first 
„Clickable dummy“.

Sample questions:

•  When will the authorities intervene? 
•  Which requirements regarding the keeping of 

dogs is the authority authorized to impose? 
•   Is it allowed to take care of your dog exclusively 

with alternative medicine? 
• When is a dog mistreated? 
•  What about visitation rights or custody in the 

case of divorce? 
•  When is a veterinary emergency?
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clickable dummy
of the „GAL dog responder“

.

In 2020 GAL will work on the finalization of the 
questions. For ethological and veterinary questions 
GAL is dependent on external expertise. A publica-
tion of the „Dog Reply“ was scheduled for the first 
quarter of 2020. However, as the financial means 
are not yet secured, the launch will be delayed a 
little. Despite this financial bottleneck, GAL is still 
on track and always receives positive feedback on 
this project.

The development of a „Cat Reply“ is based on this 
in the foreseeable future, as well as „Horse Reply“ 
and „Livestock Reply“ are planned. With the 
respective Reply Apps, the Global Animal Law GAL 
Association pursues the goal of providing reliable 
legal information in a simple and direct electronic 
way, as already outlined, so that animal welfare can 
be improved in the long term.

To ensure that the information in the application is 
always up to date, there will be ongoing adaptati-
ons and maintenance/optimization work.

As the first project in the field of prevention, 
we started in February 2019 with the „GAL 
Dog Reply App“. It answers quickly and easi-
ly important questions from dog owners and 
people interested in dogs.

ProjektfortschrittPROJECT PROGRESS
DOG-ANSWER

31. October 2020

Questions ready

31. May 2021

Answers ready, prototype of the app created

LAUNCH
30. SEPTEMBER 2021

30. June 2021

App in German completed

31. August 2021

App completed in all national languages
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GAL UNCAHP

The globally most far-reaching project of GAL is
„UNCAHP“. Currently animal protection is not 
anchored in the UN, therefore GAL calls upon the 
UN to adopt a convention on animal protection. 
GAL is decidedly of the opinion that the anchoring 
of animal protection in the UN is a central condi-
tion to achieve a better position for the dignity of 
animals worldwide. It is the vision of GAL that a 
possible use of healthy animals takes place with 
dignity and recognition of the value of the animals.

Together with Dr. iur. Sabine Brels GAL has drafted 
the UN Convention on Animal Health and Protec-
tion (UNCAHP). The finished draft contains all 
important points for a considerable increase of the 
worldwide level of animal protection in the pillars 
legislation, law enforcement and training in national 
and global animal protection law. All animals should 
be able to benefit from this convention, including 
livestock, pets, experimental, sports and wild 
animals, including species protection and inverte-
brates.

With our draft of the „UN Convention“ we want to 
prevent, for example, „shifts“ of practices to 
animal-unfriendly countries, which are prohibited 
or frowned upon in some animal-friendly count-
ries. The „UN Convention“ covers animal welfare 
as well as animal health. This enables GAL to win a 
broad support for the project from the circles of 
veterinarians and human physicians. In addition, 
the design takes into account the local and natio-
nal conditions as well as their current state. The 
design also enables culturally determined differen-
ces in the level of animal welfare.

In the context of the GAL campaign for world- 
wide animal protection through the law the 
individual states through their Ministries of 
Economy and Foreign Affairs must be convinced 
for the UNCAHP. 
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In 2019 GAL was able to build a bridge to the UN  
by a targeted cooperation with different organiza- 
tions. GAL has expanded its network of contacts 
and is in contact with various „lobbying“ partners 
and other important personalities who maintain 
good relations with the UN. Also the procedures 
and processes of the UN and the potential utiliza-
tion of these conditions for GAL were analyzed.

Further planned steps in 2020 are the media and 
target group-oriented dissemination of the refined 
draft together with legal experts. In the first and 
second quarter of 2020, targeted public relations 
work with media, government agencies, institu- 
tions and co-creators worldwide will also be pur- 
sued. A further step is the submission of the  
draft to the United Nations in accordance with the 
„roadmap“ of the UN General Assembly and the 
insights gained by the end of 2020 on the optimal 
procedures. It would also be conceivable to obtain 
a consultative status during UN debates with the 
focus on the ability to contribute highly qualified 
expert opinions and uniform proposals for solu-
tions. Here, the assistance and cooperation of 
partners from the network of GAL could be counted 
on, who partly have direct access to the UN and 
UN-related committees.

Furthermore, a real „social movement“ will have to 
be built up in the other continents, starting with 
the respective animal-friendly and opinion-forming 
states. Detailed and objective campaigns will be 
based on an increase in the national level of animal 
welfare. At the same time, they will make individual 
states responsible for supporting a global convention 
on animal welfare.
 
Even if the legal and interest situation is complex 
- and the interest and the joy of design within the 
United Nations still have to be awakened - it is 
important to give due consideration to the actual 

animal welfare beyond the issue of „sustainable 
development“ by means of the law.

Two important pillars for this project are the 
GALFI and the GAL Info and Service Hub. GALFI 
collects, analyzes and compares the animal welfare 
of 193 countries and submits concrete proposals 
for improvement to the states. The GAL Info- and 
Service Hub is a comprehensive information and 

service platform on the topic of „Animals in Law“; 
in this way GAL wants to promote the exchange 
between the different co-creators and ensure the 
transfer of knowledge between the expert teams. 
The high-quality information, the presentation  
of project progress by country and the concrete 
suggestions for improvement and comparison 
form the basis for the success of the UNCAHP 
project.

TODAY

PROJECT PROGRESS
UNCAHP

PHASE 1

UNCAHP  
1st Draft released

PHASE 2

Refinement 
of 1st Draft

PHASE 3

Strategy 
building

PHASE 4

Analyzing 
US Processes

PHASE 5

Capacity  
building

PHASE 6

Financing

PHASE 7

Wide & Strong 
Support

Evaluating the resonance 
of UNCAHP 1st draft in the 
media and legal profession

Establishing and developing 
cooperation with related 
organizations & policy fora

Fundraising, Lobbying & 
Campaigning objectives

EVALUATION

Media & UN Legal Experts

COOPERATION

Key APOs & Policy Fora

DISCUSSION

Key IGOs & authorities



Each country is at a different point in the legislati-
ve, political and social arenas. GALFI aims to 
record, analyze and compare the animal-friendli-
ness of 193 countries on a jurisprudentially unobjec-
tionable basis. Only a status quo serves as a basis 
for a worldwide comparison. Until today, elemen-
tary characteristics of how an animal is treated in 
one country in comparison to another country are 
still missing. The existing databases on laws con- 
centrate on animal protection law. However, the 
use of animals should also be examined in particu-
lar: Which regulations provide animal burdens? 
These include agriculture (e.g. the question of 
maximum stocks), laboratory animals (e.g. man- 
datory animal experiments), pets (e.g. banning 
them from rented accommodation) and wildlife 
(e.g. shooting of game, exclusion of cruelty to wild 
animals from animal protection law).

On the basis of sound data, it is possible to
customize proposals for real improvements in
animal welfare that are thus developed and sub- 
mitted to the nations. Some of the questions 
relevant for the data collection are already availa-
ble. The questions refer to the so-called „Big Five“, 
namely Livestock, Pets, Laboratory Animals,  
Wild Animals, Sports Animals and mist over 500 
thematic fields. The questions concern the points 
of legislation, enforcement and education.

In 2019, in addition to establishing contacts, we 
worked in particular on preparing the questions  
for the analysis and measurement instrument.

03 PROJECTS

GLOBAL ANIMAL LAW  
FRIENDLY INDEX

 
Considerable resources will be needed to ensure 
that we receive legally sound answers from the 
respective countries. The answers will be checked 
and evaluated so that GAL can submit concrete 
proposals to the opinion leaders in the respective 
country.

In the coming years, we will also collect proposals 
from legal experts - including from state authori-
ties - evaluate and analyze individual animal 
protection laws, „test“ the list of questions with 
experts in the federal states and, based on this, 
complete and adapt it.

This new approach to animal welfare law promises 
great (global) success in the sustainable improve-
ment of animal welfare through the law in individual 
countries.

The main objective of GALFI is the worldwide 
promotion of animal welfare in the individual 
countries through concrete measures in the areas 
of legislation, law enforcement and education, as 
they result from the evaluation of GALFI per 
country.

As mentioned above, this project is an important 
pillar of UNCAHP: On the one hand, it motivates 
nation states to progress. On the other hand, less 
active states are encouraged to follow suit, since 
many UNCAHP contents, such as transparency in 
animal welfare enforcement or education in animal 
welfare law, have already been implemented.
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CONSTITUTIONAL LAW (1) LEGISLATION (8) EDUCATION (3)ENFORCEMENT (4)

PROJECT PROGRESS 
GALFI

SEPTEMBER 2018

Kick-Off

MARCH 2020

•  512 questions –  
In the individual countries

•  Animal welfare legislation, legal 
systems and Analyze databases

•  Reconnaissance and 
Support work

• In the individual countries
•  Awareness raising and 

support work 

CREATE QUESTION CATALOG ANSWERS QUESTIONS

CREATE DATABASE

DECEMBER 2020 JUNE 2021 JULY 2021

Launch

Development of expert network



03 PROJECTS

CANTONAL ENFORCEMENT 
COMPASS 1.0 

In the first part of the report, the legal basis of 
enforcement in Swiss animal protection law was 
examined. In addition to the legal order of animal 
protection law, the significance and organization of 
enforcement and an overview of animal protection 
controls are discussed.

In the second part of the report, various legal and 
political postulates were put forward which are 
suitable for improving the enforcement of Swiss 
animal protection law. In particular, animals 
should be given a voice in the legal sense, which is 
why we are calling for the establishment of an 
animal protection authority to be integrated into 
the cantonal administrations.

The centerpiece of the report consists of a
animal protection law model including cantonal 
characteristics, which postulates tangible and 
practicable solution measures. From the point of 
view of the Global Animal Law GAL Association, it 
will thus be possible to eliminate the chronic 
enforcement problems in animal protection and to 
promote animal protection in the political debate 
for a higher credibility. In order to implement the 
findings and proposals contained in GAL KVK 1.0, 
targeted lobbying work is required in the cantons. 
Therefore, the existing animal suffering in Switzer-

land can be considerably counteracted in the 
medium and long term. The groundbreaking report 
„GAL Cantonal Enforcement Compass 1.0“ was 
financed by the Haldimann Foundation. However, 
the Global Animal Law GAL Association is depen-
dent on further financial support for its planned 
lobbying work.
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The Global Animal Law GAL Association feels 
responsible to follow up the actual problems in the 
enforcement practice in a juridically correct way. 
In order for GAL to get an overview, requests for 
inspection of files had to be submitted to a multi-
tude of decisions of all instances - which were 
involved in the administrative enforcement of the 
Animal Protection Act - of the last three years. 
Many cantons granted the Global Animal Law GAL 
Association access to their files on the subject of 
„regulatory intervention  and prohibition to keep 
animals.“ A collection of currently more than 460
specific Swiss animal protection cases in administ-
rative law occured. GAL noted that there is currently 
no central database for the jurisdiction of the men- 
tioned animal welfare cases in administrative law. 
The exchange of information or the so-called 
„administrative assistance“ between different can- 
tonal authorities is challenging and a flow of in- 
formation between the cantonal authorities does 
not exist in most cases. For this reason, GAL started 
in 2019 to record all collected cases electronically 
and now intends to develop an electronic database.

We have already commented on some the decisi-
ons made available to GAL; the commentaries of 
the remaining decisions will be executed by the 

GAL team in 2020. The commentary covers the 
legal description of the core problem of each 
individual case and gives indications of what the 
enforcement authorities have to pay particular 
attention to. The main focus in the development of 
the „GAL enforcement database“ is to support and 
increase the efficiency of the veterinary and other 
involved authorities and courts. The aim of GAL  
is to provide simple and case-related information 
on legally binding decisions in Switzerland, so that 
„good“, coordinated and, not least, animal welfare-
compliant verdicts can be achieved. In addition, 
the veterinarians also benefit from the Database. 
They are subject to the legal obligation to report 
dog bite incidents and can therefore access the 
authorities and court practice.

As GAL is keen to create the database together 
with the future main users, the next step will be 
the presentation of a so-called Clickable Dummy 
in form of a schematic mini-prototype. According 
to the numerous with GAL cooperating cantonal 
veterinarians, the „GAL enforcement database“  
is explicitly „useful and worthy of support“.  
The planned go-live date was postponed for time 
and financial reasons and has now been set for 
May 2022.

03 PROJECTS

ENFORCEMENT DATABASE

The Cantonal Enforcement Compass „GAL 
KVK 1.0“ was completed at the end of December 
2019. The report sheds light on cantonal im- 
plementation practice in administrative animal 
protection law and suggests thereby convincing 
and majority-capable solutions for the in- 
dividual cantons and the Confederation. 

New approaches in animal welfare enforcement

PROJECT PROGRESS 
EXECUTION DATABASE

30. September 2020

Clickable Dummy ready

31. December 2020

User requirements 

surveyed

LAUNCH
MAY 2022

31 May 2021

Pilot version

31 October 2021 

Pilot version transferred 

to the database

April 30, 2022 

All contents  

entered and  

translated
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04 PUBLIC RELATIONS

GAL‘S MEDIA PRESENCE

 „Exhibition Art for Animals“, 27 January 2019
A joint exhibition with Gerda Chapuis,
„Art for Animals“, on 27 January 2019 in the 
Seniors‘ Center of the Bülach region. The proceeds 
of the sold pictures went to the Global Animal Law 
GAL Association. Furthermore a panel discussion 
with Antoine F. Goetschel took place.

„Giving Animals a Voice“
University of Brest, February 2019
In February 2019, Dr. iur. Antoine F. Goetschel 
wrote an essay for the University of Brest entitled 
„Giving Animals a Voice“.

Das ausgestellte Tier. Lebende und tote Tiere
in der zeitgenössischen Kunst, March 2019 
The volume „Das ausgestellte Tier. Lebende und 
tote Tiere in der zeitgenössischen Kunst“, edited by 
Laura-Mareen Janssen and Bettina Paust, Neofelis 
Verlag. RA Dr. iur. Antoine F. Goetschel wrote a 
contribution on the topic „Artistic freedom and 
animal protection in law“.

„Animal Empowerment“, April 2019 
In April 2019 RA Dr. iur. Antoine F. Goetschel 
worked on the film project „Animal Empowerment“ 
- „The Authorization of Animals“.
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„Resis Kuhrresort“, April 2019 
In April 2019 RA Dr. iur. Antoine F. Goetschel 
wrote an article in the issue
„Tierstudien“ No. 15/2019, „Tiere erzählen“ 
entitled „Resis Kuhrrehsort“. The editors of the 
volume „Tiere erzählen“ are Mrs. Alexandra Böhm 
and Jessica Ullrich. The volume was published by 
Neofelis Verlag.

„Ca m’interesse“, April 2019 
In April 2019, the French Journal „Ca m’interesse“ 
launched an interview with our colleague Dr. 
Sabine Brels on the topic „Animals and their 
protection“. Dr. Sabine Brels commented on the 
rights of animals in France, how the situation 
appears with regard to wild animals and whether 
there is a need for improving the situation for the 
animals. The GAL Convention proposal was also 
briefly mentioned.
 
„frei denken. Weil wir Tiere sind ...
Tierrechte, Tierschutz, Tierethik“, Mai 2019 
In the „freidenken“ issue of 23 May 2019 Dr. iur. 
Antoine F. Goetschel, attorney at law, takes the 
floor on the forthcoming debates on the Swiss 
Primate and factory farming initiatives, which will 
shed light on the role of the Swiss animal protec-
tion and animal „right“ movement beyond the 
national border. The problem of lack of enforce-
ment will also be addressed.
→  →Complete article in freidenken. Summer 2019/2,  

„Die Würde des Tieres ist antastbar“ pp. 11-13.

UNCAHP and GALFI, Paris, 2. July 2019 
On 2 July 2019, Dr Sabine Brels gave a presentation 
in Paris on the ‚UN Convention on Animal Health 
and Protection (UNCAHP) and Global Animal 
Law Friendly Index (GALFI) in support of OIE 
objectives‘.

RA Dr. iur. Antoine F. Goetschel speaks in the 
program TierrECHT on the private channel QS24 
on the following topics

 1. September 2019
How did Antoine Goetschel come to the subject of 
animals, animal rights, animal dignity and how did he 
begin to deal with morals, ethics and ideology around the 
subject of animals?

September 8, 2019 
How is the value of animals determined?

15 September 2019 
What can love do with animals? Plus a look at the 
cornerstones of animal ethics and animal protection law.  

22 September 2019 
„Profit orientation in dealing with animals“.

29 September 2019 
„Is everyone who loves animals an animal lover?“
Where does love of animals begin and where does it end 
in a violation of animal dignity?

October 6, 2019 
Global Animal Law GAL goes straight to the roots.

13 October 2019
„Talk is silver, deeds are gold“. When it comes to animals, 
arguments will quickly fall, such as
„Take care of the people, they need it more - or death is 
part of life - or eating and using animals is natural. But 
„is it really so“? Who says this and why is it interpreted in 
this way?

→   You can find all the interviews on Youtube at the 
private channel QS24 under the respective title.

As a non-profit organization GAL depends on 
the ability to present the projects of the asso-
ciation to the public. Without this necessary 
visibility a financial support is hardly possible, 
GAL has to spread its thoughts to inspire peop-
le for its ideas. Therefore, the Global Animal 
Law GAL Association has also committed itself 
to this in 2019 and has expressed itself in the 
media on current topics in order to raise awar-
ness of basic approaches to solutions: In the 
following you will find some of public activities 
in 2019.



GAL Event, September 2019 
As part of the GAL Event, which took place in 
September 2019 in Zurich‘s Limmat Hall, Tierwelt 
Online, the leading animal and nature magazine in 
German-speaking Switzerland, signed up Dr. iur. 
Dominic Oertly about the cantonal animal protec-
tion law. The interview and a corresponding report 
can be found on Facebook and on the Tierwelt 
website.

„Animal Voice Issue 83“, October 2019 
In October 2019, Dr. iur. Antoine
F. Goetschel and Dr. Sabine Brels were interviewed 
on the topic „Animal Protection is knocking at 
UN‘s door“of the Animal Voice, a high-quality 
journal. The complete interview can be found in 
Animal Voice Issue 83, October 2019.

  

Classic Reloaded, October 2019 
On the occasion of World Animal Day (October 4, 
2019), the Sponsoring Association of Global Animal 
Law GAL e.V. invited to the world premiere of 
„Classic Reloaded“ at the hotel Vier Jahreszeiten in 
Hamburg. The well-known Ukrainian pianist 
Alexey Botvinov played works by Rachmaninoff and 
Bach in front of hand-picked guests. „Classic 
Reloaded“ was a rousing multimedia event of 
classical music and fascinating visual effects. 
Another highlight of the evening was the auction of 
a precious, handmade diamond ring: a beautiful 
unique piece of the jewellery designer Elena 
Comtesse de Compiègne with her brand Elena 
Ybarra for the benefit of the GAL Sponsoring 
Association.

Lions Club Hamburg, October 15, 2019
On 15 October 2019, our president of the Sponso-
ring Association of Global Animal Law GAL e.V., 
Brigitte Sely, gave a speech at the Lions Club 
Hamburg. She introduced the visitors to the ideas 
and projects of GAL.

Review SRF 1, 16 October 2019
On 16 October 2019 RA Dr. iur. Antoine F. Goet-
schel, comments in the Rundschau on SRF 1 on a 
possible animal welfare case with the following 
description: „The pigs are lifted up by their ears 
and tails and balanced onto a wheelbarrow. Then 
they are loaded in the animal transporter and 
taken to another farm. The responsible farmer 
said that the animals would not suffer, he had 
always done it this way. However, the recordings 
have brought the responsible cantonal veterinari-
an to the scene. She will file a complaint. While 
the authorities regularly check stables and animal 
transports, the loading of the animals is not 
subject to any controls.“
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Mit unserer Musik, hier anlässlich des mittlerweile legendären Konzerts im Opern-
haus von Odessa vom 2. Juni 2018, wollen wir berühren. Wir geben unser Bestes 
an Aufmerksamkeit, Visionskra�  und Kreativität, um Sie und Dich aus dem Alltag 
heraus zu reissen und mit Grösserem und Genialem in Resonanz zu bringen.

Und wohin führt die Musik und das Konzert? Zu einem kurzzeitig aufgewühlten 
Gemüt? Verblüht dieses Gefühl schon auf dem Nachhauseweg? Oder möchten 
Sie in Gedanken an Ko-Kreation nicht eher mit den Schöpfern der Musik in 
Einklang bleiben und selber tatkrä� ig zu einer sinnha� eren, menschlicheren 
Welt beitragen?

Der Global Animal Law GAL Verein beschreitet genau diesen Weg mit Erfolg: 
Er setzt sich überzeugend für eine menschlichere Welt ein, für die Gesund heit 
von Tier und Mensch und für das Wohlbefi nden von Tieren auf der ganzen 
Welt. So etwa, wenn GAL das Tier von den Vereinten Nationen schützen lassen 
will oder wenn GAL die Nationalstaaten au� auend und mit Fachleuten vor 
Ort für eine Besserstellung des Tieres durch den Global Animal Law Friendly 
Index GALFI zu gewinnen sucht. Bei seinen Projekten und Initiativen besticht 
GAL ebenfalls durch Visionskra�  und Gestaltungswillen.

Aus Überzeugung und von Herzen widmen und schenken wir beiden Künstler 
die CD/DVD in Ihren Händen dem Global Animal Law GAL Verein mit Antoine F. 
Goetschel als seinem Präsidenten, und Ihnen und Dir zur Freude beizutragen.

Alexey Botvinov        Burhan Öçal

On the anniversary of the now legendary concert in Ukraine’s Odessa Opera 
House on June 2, 2018, we want to touch you with our music. We give our best 
in attention, vision and creativity to tear you and your audience out of their 
everyday lives and bring them into resonance with something greater and 
brilliant. 

And where does the music and the concert lead us? To a briefl y excited mind 
of the listener. Does this special feeling fade on the way home? Don’t you want 
to remain in harmony with the musicians in these thoughts of co-creation and 
actively contribute to a more meaningful, more humane world?

The Global Animal Law GAL Association is following exactly this path, with great 
success: It is convincingly committed to a more humane world, to the health of 
animals and humans and to the well-being of animals all over the world. A telling 
example is GAL’s intended protection of animals by the United Nations. And 
through the Global Animal Law Friendly Index GALFI, GAL seeks the support of 
nation-states, for an improvement in the animal’s position in legislation, applica-
tion of the law and education. GAL’s projects and initiatives also make an 
impression with their vision, creative will and persuasiveness, as we intend to.

Out of conviction and with all our heart we are delighted to contribute to the 
Global Animal Law GAL Association‘s prosperity and to your pleasure by 
donating the proceeds of this CD/DVD to it.

Alexey Botvinov        Burhan Öçal

1.  BACH – The “Well-Tempered Clavier”, 
Book 1, Prelude and Fugue in C minor, BWV 847

2.  BACH – The “Well-Tempered Clavier”, 
Book 1, Prelude and Fugue in D minor, BWV 851

3.  BACH – Aria and 5 variations from the “Goldberg Variations”, 
BWV 988

4.  BEETHOVEN – Sonata No. 8 op. 13 
“Sonata Pathétique”, part 1

5.  MUSSORGSKY – “Pictures at an Exhibition” 
(“The Old Castle”, “Bydlo”, “Ballet of Unhatched Chicks”, 
“Catacombs (Roman Tomb)”, 
“The Hut on Hen’s Legs (Baba Yaga)”) 

6.  PROKOFIEV – Sonata No. 7, part 3

Odessa, Istanbul und Zurich, February 14th, 2019

GLOBAL ANIMAL LAW
GAL ASSOCIATION

Global Animal Law GAL Verein  •  Höschgasse 68  •  CH-8008 Zürich 
Tel. +41 (0)43 499 19 13  •  info@globalanimallaw.org  •  www.globalanimallaw.org

IBAN Nummer CH82 0900 0000 8905 9068
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steht aber: Tierversuche sind 
auf das unerlässliche Mass zu 
beschränken. Ich frage mich: 
Was nützt ein Gesetz, wenn es 
im Einzelfall nicht auf seine 
Rechtmässigkeit hin überprüft 
werden kann? 
Sind Sie generell gegen Tier-
versuche? 
Tiere gezielt krank zu machen, 
um an ihnen zu forschen, ist 
nur schon ethisch bedenklich. 
Dazu kommt die Verletzung 
ihrer Würde. Forschung ist 
auch ohne Tiere möglich. Ich 
verzichte seit 25 Jahren auf 
Medikamente, die an Tieren 
getestet wurden. Lieber 
ernähre ich mich gesund. 
Essen Sie Fleisch?
Nein, ich bin seit 33 Jahren 
Vegetarier, und mir ist pudel
wohl. 
Lederschuhe tragen Sie  
aber.
Ja, und ich pflege sie auch  
sehr gut. Anstatt jedes Jahr  
ein Paar Sneakers zu kaufen, 
lasse ich meine alten Schuhe 
lieber neu besohlen. 

Verein Global Animal Law GAL   www.globalanimallaw.org   Stiftung für das Tier im Recht   www.tierimrecht.org 

Sie kleiden sich elegant. 
Irgendwie stellt man sich 
einen Ökoanwalt anders vor.
Rastas gehen natürlich nicht 
(lacht). Mit meiner Kleidung 
möchte ich auch ein Signal 
senden: Ich bin anschlussfähig, 
propagiere keine extremen 
Lebensformen. 
Sind Sie darum kein Veganer? 
Genau. Ich werde auch etwas 
ungeduldig, wenn sich die 
 Tierschutzdebatte immer wie 
der darum dreht, ob jemand 
 tierische Erzeugnisse isst oder 
nicht. Nur gerade sein eigenes 
Leben dem Veganismus zu 
widmen, ist mir zu wenig. 
Was schlagen Sie vor?
Es gibt etliche Länder, bei 
denen der Tierschutz nicht ein
mal im Gesetz verankert ist. 
Ich finde, wir Schweizer haben 
eine Bringschuld auch den 
Heim, Versuchs, Wild und 
Sporttieren im Ausland gegen

über und müssen hier und  
im Ausland vor allem im  
recht lichen Bereich aktiv  
werden. Deswegen habe ich 
auch den Verein Global   
Animal Law GAL gegründet.
Welches Ziel verfolgt er?
Wir möchten eine Welt, in der 
Mensch und Tier in Frieden 
miteinander leben. Dazu müs
sen wir weltweit die Struktu
ren verändern und dem Tier 
eine Stimme im Rechtssinne 
geben. Zum Beispiel haben  
wir eine UnoKonvention zur 
Gesundheit und zum Schutz 
der Tiere verfasst. Jetzt geht  
es darum, dass die Uno diese 
annimmt und die Mitglied
staaten sie dann umsetzen. 
Letzte Frage: Haben Sie 
Haustiere?
Nein, momentan könnte ich 
ihnen nicht gerecht werden. Ich 
hatte allerdings mal einen Wa
ckeldackel, falls das zählt.

«Nur sein 
eigenes 
Leben dem 
Veganismus 
zu widmen, 
ist mir zu 
wenig. Es 
braucht neue 
Strukturen.»

DER GRUEN-FOOTPRINT

Der GRUEN-Footprint wurde vom WWF Schweiz für  
SI GRUEN entwickelt. Der Test soll für den Alltag sensibilisieren  
und Spass bereiten. Berechnen Sie Ihren eigenen Footprint  
auf den Seiten 12 und 13. 

Wie ökologisch wohnt Antoine F. Goetschel?

Total Punkte  93

1 Wohnungsgrösse 20

2 Heizung  33

3 Elektrogeräte  7

4 Einrichtung  22

5 Do it yourself  5

6 Mobilität  1

7 Pflanzen  5

93 Punkte = Vorzeigeleistung für den Tieranwalt! «Ich bin 
 extra wieder in die Stadt gezogen, damit ich jeden Tag  

in  meine Kanzlei laufen kann. Das bedeutet für 
mich  Lebensqualität», sagt Antoine F. Goetschel.

„20 Minuten“, October 17, 2019
On 17 October 2019, in an interview of 20min, 
attorney Dr. iur. Antoine F. Goetschel pointed out 
that for a (small) part of the pigs in Switzerland, 
tail-biting and cannibalism are unfortunately still 
part of normal everyday life. We from the GAL 
team demand concrete adjustments of the can-
tonal animal protection law in order to bring about 
structural improvements in the future.

→  You can find the whole interview in the issue of 20min 
from 17 October 2019 under the title: „Massive 
Tierquälereien ist bei Schweinen Alltag.“

SI Beilage „Grün“, 18 October 2019
In the SI supplement „Grün“ of October 18, 2019, 
RA Dr. iur Antoine F. Goetschel illuminates our 
paradoxical and complex relationship to animals. 
Beyond the meat debate, he called for a common 
commitment to animal protection through the law, 
both in Switzerland (for example through updated 
cantonal animal protection laws) and worldwide 
(especially with the GAL proposal for a UN Con-
vention on Animal Protection and Animal Health).

→   The full article can be found in the SI supplement 
„Grün“ pp. 26 - 30 „Warmes Herz, kühler Kopf“ from 
October 18, 2019.



 «Schweiz aktuell», 11 November 2019
In the programme „Schweiz aktuell“ of 11 Novem-
ber 2019, Dr. iur. Antoine F. Goetschel commented 
on the „Gansabhauet“ in Sursee. He is somewhat 
critical of this tradition. Admittedly, it is not an 
actual „animal protection case“, because „animal 
protection“ means working for animals to protect 
them from unjustified pain, injuries, damages and 
fears. If the animals, which have been chopped up 
in front of the eyes of a broad public but are 
already dead, have at least been killed in a gentle 
and animal-friendly way, the folkloric ritual is to 
be viewed under animal-ethical eyes. Finally, the 
Swiss Federal Constitution and the Animal 
Protection Act also protects the animal in its 
„dignity“. The „Gansabhauet“ makes us wonder 
whether the animals are not entitled to a respect-
ful treatment after their death. A mischievously 
contemporary alternative for those responsible for 
the celebrations in Lucerne could perhaps lie in a 
broad-based competition to find out how the 
well-known game of skill can be replaced by a new 
and exciting game of skill, in which the question of 
how to treat the living or dead animal with dignity 
no longer arises.
→  →You can find the interview on the SRF homepage 

under the title „Gansabhauet in Sursee – ein brauch in 
der Kritik“.

„Animal Justice UK“, 7 December 2019 
On December 7, 2019, an interview by RA Dr. iur. 
Antoine F. Goetschel was published in Animal 
Justice UK.
→ →You can find the interview on pages 23-25.
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„Tierwelt“, 3 January 2020 
Shortly after the turn of the year, our article in the 
Tierwelt, which was written at the end of 2019, 
appeared. RA Dr. iur. Antoine F. Goetschel com-
mented on the topic „Wo darf der Hund wenn er 
mal muss (Where may the dog pee)?“. Cleaning up 
dog excrements on meadows, pavements, walking 
paths, sports fields etc. is a nuisance for everyone 
– including dog owners – and contributes a lot to 
dog hostility. Dog excrement left lying around is 
not only unaesthetic, but also very unhygienic. 
Dog owners are obliged to dispose of the legacies 
of their four-legged friends properly. But what is 
the situation with dog urine? In the Tierwelt, issue 
1 of 3 January 2020 (p. 20-21) Dr. iur. Antoine F. 
Goetschel gives answers to essential questions of 
dog cleaning and thus contributes to clarification. 

„Doppelpunkt“ November 9, 2019 
In the „Doppelpunkt“ issue no. 45/2019 of
November 9, 2019 Dr. iur. Antoine F. Goetschel 
illuminates possible alternatives concerning the 
swiss enforcement deficit in animal protection and 
the demand for animal protection in education in 
Switzerland and globally. And reminds us of the 
dignity of the creature - a concrete example is the 
controversial „Gansabhauet“ in Sursee.
→  → You can find the whole interview in the issue 

„Doppelpunkt“ no. 45/2019 of 9 November 2019 on 
pp. 20 - 23.
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The Global Animal Law GAL Association is 
now already in its fifth year. 2019 was the year 
of structural expansion, strategic networking 
and (at least partially) securing financial sup-
port. In order for the Global Animal Law GAL 
Association to be able to push ahead and 
implement its planned projects quickly, it will 
have to continue to take care of the sustainable 
financial security.

In this context, the establishment of a foundation 
is also planned, which will pursue a „double strategy“ 
both as an operative foundation (to enforce global 
animal-friendliness, namely through the law) and 
as a funding foundation. Likewise, GAL will be 
looking out for suitable co-creators. Only with 
united forces a better position for animals can be 
achieved worldwide.

In May and September 2020 the annual strategy 
retreat meetings of the Global Animal Law GAL 
Association take place. In these meetings GAL  
will have to check if the chosen ways are still in 
harmony. We have to analyze what we want to 
achieve with our values and which ideas should be 
implemented in the projects.
 

2020 will be a very important year for the Global 
Animal Law GAL Association. It will show whether 
it will be possible to generate large funds and do- 
nations and whether the projects and visions for  
a better protection of animals can be implemented.

The whole GAL team is looking forward to the 
coming years and will do its best to push the 
projects in the GAL cosmos.

Further project ideas

„GAL Information and Service Hub“
On the „GAL Info- and Service-Platform“, contents 
and elements developed by GAL in the field of 
animal and law are to be made available. The con- 
tinuously updated and interactive platform will 
provide access to contents and services for different 
co-creators and the broader public. It is essential 
for the use of GAL products by legal experts, animal 
welfare and protection organizations all over the 
world. The platform can be used to promote good 
relationships with co-creators, build public trust 
and ensure knowledge transfer between teams of 
experts. By making qualitative correct information 
accessible and available, all individuals and states 
have the possibility and the duty, to promote animal 
welfare globally. The project „GAL Information 
and Service Hub“ is central, because above it all 
other products are made usable. The current GAL 
website does not yet meet these high expectations 
and needs to be redesigned, expanded and target 
group oriented in the world languages, so that our 
appearance is perceived professionally. As already 
mentioned above, this project idea is an important 
pillar of the UNCAHP project.

GAL Academy 
In close cooperation with renowned universities, 
the „GAL Academy“ is to offer master‘s courses 
and thematic further education on the subject of 
animals in law. Within the scope of the above-men-
tioned courses of studies and further education we 
strive for an „On and Off Site Learning“. The goal 
pursued by the „GAL Academy“ is to achieve a 
sustainable number of fully animal protection law 
trained lawyers. Thus we can spread and anchor 
the thoughts of GAL to the health and protection 
of the animal by the law in the world. With the 
support of trained animal welfare lawyers we can 
better promote projects like UNCAHP or GALFI 
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locally. The first steps for the „GAL Academy“ are 
planned for 2020.

GAL publishing house
The idea of a GAL publishing house was born 
during the work on the „GAL Animal Guide 1.1“ 
and the „GAL Cantonal enforcement compass 1.0“. 
In the course of our future work further writings 
will be created. We would like to make these „GAL 
publications“, as well as the already existing books 
on animal protection law, accessible to the interes-
ted public. In the course of our future publications 
we will cooperate with the foundation and the 
establishment of such a publishing house. With the 
publishing house and the associated projects „GAL 
Library“ and „GAL Publications“ the Global 
Animal Law GAL Association pursues the long-
term goal of providing basic teaching materials in 
the field of animal protection law.

GAL Media Centre
With the project „GAL Media Centre“ GAL wants 
to provide accessible and high quality information 
for the media. All provided information is checked 
for correctness and actuality. The project „GAL 
Media Centre“ is currently being pursued with  
medium urgency. For this specific project, we are 
looking for sponsors who come from the knowledge 
field of media. This way, potential sponsors could 
offer support not only in terms of finance but also 
in terms of content.
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In the past year, the central working topics were 
the creation and formulation of our main projects 
in Switzerland, the geman speaking region 
(Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Liechtenstein) 
and internationally. In addition, we concentrated 
on raising awareness of GAL topics at interna-
tional and national conferences and networking 
with other organizations in order to support our 
company on a broader basis. Internally we created 
clean work processes and structures by relying on 

BALANCE SHEET AS OF 31.12.2019

Assets 31.12.2019  31.12.2018
  CHF   CHF

Cash and cash equivalents 28’400  2’149

PostFinance CH82 0900 0000 8905 9068 7 26’729  967

PostFinance CH63 0900 0000 9111 6181 9 1’671  1’183

Prepaid expenses and accrued income 18’454  0

Prepaid expenses and accrued income 18’454  0

Mobile tangible fixed assets 3’300  3’300

IT equipment 3’300  3’300

Project development and construction 341’500  382’344

Project development and construction 341’500  382’344

Total assets 391’654  387’794
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agile methods such as Kanban Boards and can now 
cleanly map and follow each project individually 
via Microsoft Teams.

With the end of 2019 the GAL Association is now 
ready to concentrate on the implementation of  
its ambitious projects with clear objectives of a 
content-related and financial nature, a firmly esta-
blished attitude and well elaborated core projects 
including time schedules and milestones.

Liabilities 31.12.2019  31.12.2018
  CHF   CHF

Current liabiities 22’938  33’070

Trade payables 12’575  12’517

Liabilities from social insurance 10’363  20’252

Accrued expenses and deferred income 5’000  748

Accrued expenses and deferred income 5‘000  748

Liabilities to related parties 0  0

Liabilities to related parties 0  0

Liabilities to related parties (subordinated) 467’749  391’771

Liabilities to related parties (subordinated) 467’749  391’771

Fund capital 25’000  0

Ring-fenced funds 25’000  0

Organizational Capital -129’033  –37’795

Association capital 37’796  37’796

Accumulated losses brought forward -75’592  -80’637

Annual result -91’237  5’046

Total liabilities and shareholders‘ equity 391’654  387’794
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INCOME STATEMENT 2019 WITH PREVIOUS YEAR

Premises expenses -13’240  –12’291

Rent share Hoeschgasse Consultants -13’240  -10’126

Operating costs Hoeschgasse Consultants 0  -2’165

Administrative expenses -18’596  -9’799

Insurance -178  -99

Accounting -12’994  -9’100

General administration costs -5’424  -600

Communication and fundraising  -51’572  -71’901

Advertising/Marketing -16’454  -2’000

Website –4’605  -3’820

Events, media  –18’509  -48’386

Annual report -12’004  -6’878

Fundraising  0  -10’817

Depreciation and Amortization -2’198  -816

Depreciation and Amortization -2’198  -816

Financial result -234  -215

Financial result -234  -215

Operating result before fund allocations -232’282  -146’514

Waiver of claims A.F.G. 166’045  –

Fund income from ring-fenced donations -25’000  151’560

Fund income from ring-fenced donations –25’000  151’560

 

Net profit / loss -91’237  5’046
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 01.01.2019 01.01.2018 
 until 31.12.2019 until 31.12.2018
  CHF   CHF

 01.01.2019 01.01.2018 
 until 31.12.2019 until 31.12.2018
  CHF   CHF

Operating income 2’756  4’761

Book sales/lectures 2’756  4’761

Income from donations 253’862  323’486

General donations 13’736  54’228

General legacies 6’128  0

Benefactor contributions 2’000  0

Project related donations 26’998  19’258

Project-related support contributions 205’000  250’000

Total operating income 256’618  328’248

Project expenses -375’463  –288’952

Fee expenses -101’378  –64’457

Share of personnel costs –192’014  –169’546

Share of rental project costs –13’500  –13’500

Depreciation Projects -40’844  0

Other project costs -27’727  –41’449

Gross profit -118’845  39’296

Personnel expenses -27’597  –90’789

Wages and salaries -169’019  233’180

Personnel Insurance -24’538  –26’179

Travel expenses -3’560  –1’499

Third party fees -64’923  –40’772

Transfer of project salary expenses 234’443  210’840

Financial statements prepared by: 
BDO AG, Landenbergstrasse 34
6002 Lucerne
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL  
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1 Legal basis and organization
1.1 Purpose of the organization
The Association is altruistically dedicated to improving the legal status of animals 
and thus their wellbeing. It has no political or religious affiliations and is a non-profit 
organization.

1.2 Seat of the Association and duration
The Association is based in Zurich. The Association has been established for an un→li-
mited period.

1.3 Association organization
• Members Meeting
•  The Management Board 

– RA Dr. iur. Antoine F. Goetschel 
– Andrea Rutishauser (a.i.)

•  The Chief Executive Officer 
– RA Dr. Antoine F. Goetschel

2 Accounting and valuation principles
These annual financial statements were drawn up in accordance with the provisions of 
Swiss law, in particular the Articles on Commercial Accounting in the Swiss Code of 
Obligations (Article 957 to 962). Accounting and reporting requires the Board of Direc-
tors to express estimates and opinions which could affect the level of repor→ted assets 
and liabilities and any contingent liabilities at the time the accounts were prepared, 
as well as any expenses and income in the reporting period. In doing so, the Board of 
Directors uses their own discretion whether to make use of the valuation and accoun-
ting leeway existing under the law. For the benefit of the company, depreciation and 
amortisation, allowances and provisions may be recognised over and above the extent 
needed by the business in line with the principle of prudence.

3 Notes to the financial statements
3.1 Balance sheet and income statement
3.2 Project development and expansion
The foundation of the GAL Association was preceded by a development phase lasting 
several years. This has created a professional structure and has enabled the Association 
to have a successful start. The costs arising from this are recognised as invest→ments in 
the balance sheet.

3.3  Liabilities to related parties
Liabilities to related parties are directly connected to the costs for project develop-
ment and setting up the Association prior to being officially founded. These will be 
repaid in line with the successful continuation of the Association.

3.4 Change in Association capital

Association capital As at  01.01. Additions Disposals Balance at 31.12.

CHF CHF CHF CHF

Fund capital 0 25’000 0 25’000

Result/Brought forward -75’592 0 -91’237 -166’829

Total Association capital -37’796 0 -91’237 -129’033

3.5 Headcount
In 2019, headcount was less than 10% FTE.

3.6 Related party compensation
Lawyer Dr. iur. Antoine F. Goetschel (CEO): Annual salary CHF 32‘460 
Andrea Rutishauser (COO): Annual fee CHF 12‘924

3.7 Voluntary hours
Unpaid volunteer hours performed by the Board of Directors  90 hours  
Volunteer hours performed by others  650 hours

4 Asset availability
Throughout the year, and as at the reporting date, the assets were neither assigned 
nor in any way encumbered.

5 Confirmation of the appropriate use of funds
The Association’s assets and income have been used in accordance with it‘s purpose.
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6 Significant events after the reporting date
In the period from the reporting date to when the annual financial statements were 
approved by the Management Board, no significant events occurred that could adver- 
sely affect the informative value of the annual financial statements or that would have 
to be disclosed here.

7 Other information
There are no other reportable information as defined in Art. 956c of the Code of 
Obligations.

8  List of donors and benefactors: Project support and donations (alphabetical)

Contributions

ASMI NARDO Stiftung
50’000 CHF
GAL UNO 20’000 CHF and GALFI 30’000 CHF

Graf Fabrice von Gundlach, Payne Smith Stiftung
3’000 CHF (14.01.2019)
GAL UNCAHP

Haldimann Foundation
130’000 CHF (11.01.2019)
Cantonal enforcement compass (KVK)

Jacques and Susanna Chauvet Foundation
3’000 CHF (07.08.2019)
GAL Dog Reply

Ueli Schlageter Foundation
3’000 CHF (28.06.2019)
GAL Dog Reply

Private benefactors (from CHF 1,000) 

Daniela Jenny
CHF 9’000 
Picture the return of the wolves (Vernissage), GAL UNCAHP

Dr. Regula Vogel
CHF 1’000 
GAL UNO 

Heirs Nicholas Blake
CHF 6’127.75 
GALFI

Gabriela Taugwalder
CHF 3’000 
Animal Guide

Ludwig A. Minelli
CHF 1’000 
GAL UNCAHP

Margrit Rickenbacher
CHF 1’000 
Free donation

Monika Amrein Resch
CHF 4’500

Susanne Kuntner | my job Zuerich GmbH
CHF 1’000 
GALFI 

Susanne & Alexandre Porchet
CHF 2’000 
GALFI
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06 YOUR SUPPORT

WE NEED YOUR  
COMMITMENT

So be a part of the movement! Become a GAL 
Friend or co-creator and support the Global Animal 
Law GAL Association or one of its projects that is 
particularly close to your heart. We are happy to 
answer your questions or to present our projects to 
you personally. Please do not hesitate to contact us.

We thank you from the bottom of our hearts  
for joining us in working for the improvement of 
animals through law worldwide.

In the future, too, we will be dependent on your 
help so that we can implement our projects:
Making the world a better place for animals and 
humans can only succeed if everyone pulls on the 
same rope – and at the same end.
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